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Walkability/Transit Access Audit
Boston Public Schools

jackson mann school
500 Cambridge Street, Boston MA

Neighborhood: Allston-Brighton
School Hours: 9:30 am – 3:30 pm
Enrollment: K-8 – 750 students; 225 middle school 
students
Student Catchment Area: North Zone (East Boston, 
Charlestown, South End, Mission Hill, Fenway, 
Fields Corner, Allston, Brighton)

Transit Access
Bus Routes: 51, 57, 64, 66, 501, 503
Train/Subway: Green Line B (Allston Street Station)
(bold indicates most popular bus routes)

Traffic conditions
The Jackson Mann School is located at the 
intersection of Cambridge Street and N.Beacon 
St/Brighton Ave.  This intersection has high traffic 
volumes, fast-moving vehicles, complicated 
turning movements and poor visibility.  Pedestrians 
encounter a complex series of uncoordinated 
crosswalks and WALK signals that often leave them 
stranded on islands in the middle of four lanes of 
traffic.  

There is an overall need for traffic calming at the 
Cambridge St/N Beacon/Brighton Ave intersection. 
Speed is the foremost threat to pedestrian safety 
and the determinant for surviving  an accident.  
This audit provides specific, low cost fixes to 
improve safety, but we recommend that the Boston 
Transit Department (BTD) perform a comprehensive 
study of the intersection and develop an overall 
approach to slowing traffic.

Other than the crossing conditions at the 
Cambridge Street/N.Beacon St/ Brighton Ave 
intersection, the sidewalks and crosswalks 
around Jackson Mann are relatively safe and well 
maintained. 
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Destinations Frequented by Students
West End House/Boys and Girls Club: 105 Allston Street – before 
and after school programs
Burger King: 210 Brighton Avenue
Walgreens: 465 Cambridge Street
Twin Donuts: 501 Cambridge Street
Tedeschi Food Shop: 509 Cambridge Street
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recommendations

1. Improve safety of pedestrian crossings on N. Beacon/
Brighton Avenue on the west and east sides of the 
intersection with Cambridge Street.

• Reprogram WALK signal timing. Pedestrians should 
be able to cross the width of the street in one 
signal  cycle

• Replace missing WALK signal on west side of N. 
Beacon and Cambridge Street intersection

• Enhance pedestrian refuge islands 

Pedestrians cannot cross in one signal cycle. The WALK 
signals are not synchronized leaving pedestrians 
stranded on small refuge islands between fast moving 
traffic. On the east side of the intersection, the wait time 
for the WALK signal on the refuge island is almost 2 
minutes – generally people will not wait that long before 
crossing. On the west side of the intersection, the WALK 
signal beacon appears to have been hit and is missing. 
The WALK sign now indicates it is safe to cross at the 
same time cars are moving east into the intersection past 
Twin Donuts. This crossing needs immediate attention.

2. Enhance visibility of the un-signalized crossing on 
Cambridge Street near the intersection with Barrows 
Street.

• Install roadside pedestrian crossing signs with 
arrows on either side of the road

• Place a pedestrian indicator (fluorescent green 
yield sign) in middle of street. 

• Assign crossing guards to this location at arrival 
and dismissal times

• Install curb extensions to shorten crossing 
distance, increase pedestrian visibility and 
discourage parking near/on crosswalk. (longer-
term solution)

Students use this crosswalk to reach Tedeschi’s food 
shop before and after school.  Some parents drop off and 
meet their children in the Tedeschi’s food shop parking 
lot to avoid the traffic in the major Cambridge Street 
intersection. The pavement markings and ramps are in 
good condition, and cars did stop to allow people to 
cross.  A pedestrian indicator and roadside pedestrian 
crossing signs with arrows would draw more attention 
to the crossing.  Given the high volumes of students 
reportedly using this un-signalized crossing, the school 
should assign a crossing gueard to this intersection. 

Curb extensions require more significant infrastructure 
changes and more funding, but they can have a major 
impact on pedestrian safety and visibility.  Given the 
popularity of this crossing, curb extensions should be 
considered as a longer-term traffic calming device.

The pedestrian WALK beacon is missing at this N. Beacon Street 
crossing and the remaining signal indicates it is safe to cross at 
the same time cars are moving through the intersecion.

Enhanced signage and a crossing guard at this un-signalized 
crosswalk on Cambridge Street will improve pedestrian safety at 
this popular crossing.
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3. Provide an un-signalized crossing across Cambridge 
Street on the west side of Hano Street north of the fire 
station.

• Paint a crosswalk
• Install roadside pedestrian crossing signs with 

arrows on either side of the road
• Place an in-street pedestrian sign in roadway

People getting off the bus heading eastbound on Cambridge 
Street cross traffic unprotected to reach Walgreens on 
the north side of Cambridge Street.  People coming from 
the south side of Cambridge Street tend to cross Brighton 
Avenue at the crosswalk and then drift through the fire 
station driveways. They then cross Cambridge Street at the 
bus stop rather than using the crosswalks since they lead 
in the opposite direction. While an un-signalized crosswalk 
does not provide a protected crossing, pavement markings 
and signage will announce the possibility of pedestrians, 
which is an improvement to existing conditions.

4. Paint a crosswalk across Higgins Street at the 
intersection with Brighton Avenue

Students cross Higgins Street to reach Burger King and the 
bus stop at the intersection of Brighton Avenue and Allston 
Street.

walk audit 
Conducted on April 22, 2014 between 10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Participants
Andrew Tuite, Principal of Jackson Mann School
Carl Allen, BPS
Mary Jane Williams, BPS
Nitza Otero, SRTS
Erin Reed, SRTS
Kristin Slaton, SRTS
Dorothea Hass, WalkBoston
Brendan Kearney, WalkBoston
Stacey Beuttell, WalkBoston

Weather Conditions
Sunny; 60 degrees

Report prepared by Stacey Beuttell, WalkBoston

The location of this Walgreens encourages pedestrians, especially 
those disembarking from the bus, to cross mid-block rather than 
walk to the signalized intersection.
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Location of the proposed crosswalk on Cambridge Street on the 
west side of Hano Street.


